
The Power of  Reading 











What is the % of words known in a text to 

ensure reading comprehension? 

 

60%   65%  75%   80%    85%    90%  95% 





In an ionic bond, the atoms first transfer electrons 

between each other, change into ions that then are 

bound together by the attraction between the oppositely-

charged ions. For example, sodium and chloride form an 

ionic bond, to make NaCl, or table salt. Chlorine (Cl)  

has seven valence electrons in its outer orbit, but to be in 

a more stable condition, it needs eight electrons in its 

outer orbit. On the other hand, Sodium has one valence 

electron and it would need eight electrons to fill up its 

outer electron level. 



In an ionic bond, the atoms first transfer electrons 
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bound together by the attraction between the oppositely-

charged ions. For example, sodium and chloride form an 

ionic bond, to make NaCl, or table salt. Chlorine (Cl)  

has seven valence electrons in its outer orbit, but to be in 
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95% 



“Students reading a text in which they do 

not know 15 words on a 300-word page (95 

percent coverage) will need some 

instructional support to comprehend the 

text well, especially considering that the 

unknown words may carry most of  the new 

information in the text.” 
 

‘Reading in a second language’, WILLIAM GRABE (2009) 



Phonemic knowledge 
 

Correspondences between 

phonemes and graphemes, 

taught through a systematic 

synthetic phonics 

programme, will give most 

children the building blocks 

they require to decode and 

encode. 

Primary staff  to teach their 

tables ‘sound talk’  



Morphological knowledge   

Morphemes are units of meaning.  

• Improves both spelling and vocabulary.  

 

• Unlike phonemes, morphemes are quite regular in English, 

remaining consistent even when the phonology changes e.g. 

jumped (t), loved (d), hated (id). 

• Accidentally  

• Unnecessary  

• Unimportant 

 

• Magician = ‘magic’ + ‘ian’  

• ‘ian’ is the suffix that changes an object to a person  





Morphological knowledge  

• To work out new vocabulary…  

• Psychoneuroimmunology: study of 

the effects of psychological factors 

on the immune system 



Etymological knowledge  
• Explore the Etymology of  a word: 

Two comes from the Saxon word: 

twene– meaning number two:  this will 

make it clear why we write two 

tw… twenty, twelve, twin, twine, twix, between… 





Semantic knowledge  
The meaning of  words in context. 

 

Homographs:  

• lead (to go in front of)/lead (a metal)  

• wind (to follow a course that is not straight)/wind (a gust of  air)  

• bass (low, deep sound)/bass (a type of  fish) 

Homophones:  

• to/two/too  

• there/their/they’re  

• pray/prey 



 “Does it look right?” 

Visual knowledge 

“Even at the very early stages children seem to know 

that certain letter sequences never appear at the 

beginning of  a word, e.g. ck or that q is invariably 

followed by a u… this arises more from experiences 

of  print, rather than explicit teaching.” 

(O’Sullivan and Thomas, Understanding Spelling, 2007) 



Word Silhouettes 

cat  

dog  

ball  

my  

the 



 

COLOUR  

 

The beauty of  COLOUR 

Colour can be used to draw attention to the part of  the word that is 

particularly tricky.  

high         bright         night          right          fight 

 

It can also be used to highlight silent letters: 

knife    know    debt    crumb 

Or word endings 

Swimming playing skipping 





‘It’s important to remember that testing spelling is not the 

same as teaching spelling […] it is essential that children 

learn how to learn spellings and have strategies for 

working out how to spell unfamiliar words.’ 



Effective Feedback for spelling 

 

The most useful corrections of 

wrong spellings require an analysis 

which diagnoses the cause of the 

errors.  

 

(David Crystal, Spell It Out, 2012) 



“By closing the vocabulary gaps for children in 

our classrooms with their peers, we can offer 

them the vital academic tools for school success, 

alongside the capability to communicate with 

confidence in the world beyond the school 

gates.” 

(Quigley, Closing the Vocabulary Gap, 2018) 




